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January 14th, 2005

5:30 PM: Reception: University of Miami Philosophy Department Library

7:00 PM: Sand, Stone, and Silk: Exhibit Reception for the art of Keith and Adrienne Lehrer, Vincent Gallery in Coconut Grove

8:00 PM: Dinner in Coconut Grove (Café Tu TuTangos)

January 15th, 2005
Law School, Room F109
1311 Miller Drive

10:00-11:30 AM: Keynote Address: “Dancing Qualia and the A Priori”, John Hawthorne (Rutgers University)

11:30-12:00 PM: Intermission

12:00-1:00 PM: “Epistemological Closeness and Subjunctive Conditionals”
Henry Pratt (Ohio State University)
Commentary: Meggan Payne (University of Miami)
1:00-2:00 PM: Lunch

2:00-3:00 PM: “Freedom and Experience: A Critique of McDowell’s Mind and World”
Elliot Paul (Syracuse University)
Commentary: Andrew Fyfe (University of Miami)

3:00-3:30 PM: Intermission

3:30-4:30 PM: “The Value of Knowledge?” A.J. Kreider (University of Miami)

Dinner: Time and Location TBA

January 16th, 2005
Faculty Conference Room on the
Fourth floor of the Law School Library

10:00-11:00 AM: “The Standard Analysis of Knowledge and the ‘Uncontroversial’
Belief Component” Melissa Bergeron (West Point)

11:00-11:30 AM: Intermission

11:30-12:30 PM: “Rethinking the A Priori/A Posteriori Distinction”
Jennifer Wilson (University of Iowa)
Commentary: Jonathan Quianzon (University of Miami)

12:30-1:30 PM: Lunch

1:30-2:30 PM: “A Defense of the Standard Bayesian Treatment of the Quine-Duhem
Problem” Kevin Coffey (University of Michigan)
Commentary: Jeremy Morris (University of Miami)

2:30-3:00 PM: Intermission

3:00-4:30 PM: Endnote Address: “Coherence Externalized” Keith Lehrer (University of
Arizona)

We extend our thanks to all of the Philosophy Faculty Members and office staff, The College of
Arts and Sciences and The Friends of Philosophy for all their support and assistance in the
development of this event.